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Instructions
Step 1: If you choose to participate, first rate your mood on a 110 scale, you can use the Mental Health Pain scale provided
below.
Step 2: Each day you will have the opportunity to complete a
different exercise. On weekdays, Monday through Friday, pick
one exercise from the list provided for you below. On
weekends, Saturday & Sunday, choose one exercise that you
felt improved your mood the most, these exercises do not have
to be from the exercises provided.
Step 3: After implementing the exercise, rate your mood using
the same scale as Step 1.

Stress: Election, Academic, and Pandemic
During this time, a host of separate external stressors can greatly impact our mental health. The election
is quickly approaching, finals are around the corner, and the timing of solutions to the pandemic remains
highly uncertain. It is important to be aware of these diverse factors and the numerous ways they impact
our thoughts, feelings, and interactions with others. Due to all these events occurring both
simultaneously and synergistically, we wanted to provide you with helpful resources to educate you on
the ways this stress can impact you as well as to provide you strategies to decrease your reactions to
this stress.

* Election Stress Consultations will be provided 10/29-11/6. Please call 219464-5002 to schedule yours.
Helpful Resources on Stress
 Stress
 Ways to cope with election anxiety
 Election a Source of Significant Stress
 Coping with Finals
 Stress Management for Students
 Pandemic Stress
 Dealing with COVID-19
 https://psychiatry.ucsf.edu/copingresources/covid19
Daily exercises to decrease stress
1. Spend 10 minutes identifying
aspects of your life you have control of
2. Take a mental health day , free of
concern from above issues, and not
feel an ounce of guilt .
3. Get up and Get Moving. Do
something active.
4. Unplug: Limit your consumption of
social media and the 24-hour non-stop
images. It’s important to stay informed,
but creating boundaries is important.
5. Journal & reflect: Use reflection to
recognize your inner thoughts and
feelings. Be curious and nonjudgmental and give yourself
permission to feel the way you do.
Although avoiding can be useful,
“stuffing” or ignoring strong emotions
can have negative impacts.
*Additional exercises can be found in the
resources above.
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